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Objective: To investigate abnormal breathing patterns during sleep in prepubertal children using nonstandard polysomnographic patterns in association with an apnea-hypopnea scoring technique.

Patients and Methods: Study participants included 400 children with suspected sleep-related breathing disorders and 60 control children. We analyzed clinical signs and symptoms at entry into the study and 3 months after otolaryngological treatment. We determined the frequency of predefined breathing patterns during sleep through blind analysis of polysomnograms obtained once in control subjects and twice in children referred to our clinic (before and after adenotonsillectomy), using the nasal cannula–pressure transducer system, mouth thermistor, esophageal manometry, microphone, and pulse oximetry. We also determined the relationship between breathing patterns during sleep and residual postsurgery symptoms. Further analysis was performed of symptoms and polysomnographic patterns in those children who underwent new treatment interventions due to persistence of symptoms and abnormal polysomnogram findings.

Results: Tachypnea, persistently elevated breathing effort, progressively increased breath effort, and discrete flattening of nasal airflow monitored with the nasal cannula–pressure transducer system without oxygen saturation decreases help determine disorder as much as apneas and hypopneas. Abnormal, nonstandard breathing patterns were associated with the same symptoms as those in children with apnea and hypopnea and were more commonly present when there was incomplete resolution of initial symptoms that led treating practitioners to request further treatment.

Conclusion: Currently published polysomnographic scoring recommendations overlook common breathing abnormalities during sleep that are associated with clinical complaints.


Sleep apnea—obstructive, mixed, and central—was defined more than 20 years ago as a polygraphic pattern associated with abnormal breathing during sleep in prepubertal children. By the early 1980s, it was shown that children could have clinical symptoms related to abnormal breathing during sleep without the presence of any apnea based on the established criteria of nocturnal polysomnography. These deficiencies in the polysomnographic scoring criteria remain today. Clinical practice suggests that breathing patterns other than those described in the literature are indicative of abnormal breathing during sleep. Consequently, snoring children with clinical symptoms but with negative polysomnographic results have undergone tonsillectomy and adenoidectomy. We questioned whether more attention to other aspects of breathing during sleep would better define sleep-related breathing disorders (SRBDs) in children. If so, then we must question which aspects of breathing are associated with clinical symptoms. Some of the children included in this report were previously described. The surgical aspect and surgical outcomes will be the subject of a different report.

We studied breathing patterns during sleep using more accurate recording devices. We examined the validity of attributing pathologic significance to specific breathing patterns by evaluating the presence or absence of clinical complaints, the results of polysomnography, and the effect of tonsillectomy and adenoidectomy on the selected breathing patterns seen in children with SRBD. Then we compared the frequency of findings with those noted in a control group.

This investigation is based on a retrospective analysis of nocturnal record-
ings performed on 400 prepubertal children 2 to 12 years of age with clinical symptoms of SRBD and 60 children in the same age range recruited from the community, serving as control subjects, for unrelated research protocols.

METHODS

PARTICIPANT SELECTION AND INCLUSION CRITERIA

Children With SRBDs

All children with Tanner stage 1 status referred to the sleep clinic between 1996 and 2000 for suspected SRBDs were selected from a computerized database. Children with neuromuscular diseases, syndromes with craniofacial malformation, cardiac failure, obesity based on body mass index according to published tables,11 hypoventilation syndromes, or other medical disorders that could explain the SRBD were eliminated from further consideration. All selected children had available clinical notes from entry, follow-up visits, and surgery and diagnostic and postsurgical follow-up recordings of nocturnal polysomnography that lasted at least 8.5 hours without major technical problems. Children were diagnosed as having an SRBD if they had clinical symptoms and a respiratory disturbance index (RDI) of more than 1.5 events per hour. The RDI included obstructive and mixed apnea, hypopnea, and flow limitation that did not meet our laboratory criteria for hypopnea, as scored by the technologist with the nasal cannula–pressure transducer. Respiratory rate findings, and results of esophageal pressure (Pes) evaluation. Recording techniques and equipment and the 2 sleep specialists (C.G., R.P.) involved in the care of the children were the same during the 4-year survey time. All children who met these entry criteria were included in the survey.

Community Children

Control subjects had been recruited for research protocols based on questionnaire (Sleep Disorder Questionnaire) and general medical and sleep evaluations with clinical interviews and physical examination performed by a pediatrician and a sleep specialist (R.P., C.G.) but not on polysomnography, which was only subsequently performed. These data and polysomnogram results, however, must have been available for children to be included as control subjects.

STUDY PARTICIPANTS

Sixty of the 63 community children and 400 of the 547 children with SRBD in the database met the inclusion criteria. Exclusion was due to either presence of specific medical syndromes (n=81) or an incomplete data set (n=66). Parents of children with SRBD signed general informed consent forms, allowing collected data to be used for research purposes, and parents of control children had signed an informed consent form covering specific research projects that included polysomnography. These 460 children represent the study contingent.

TREATMENTS

All children diagnosed as having an SRBD had been sent to ear, nose, and throat specialists for treatment. Two hundred ninety-seven children with SRBDs underwent adenotonsillectomy, 100 underwent either tonsillectomy or adenoidectomy, and 3 children solely received inferior nasal turbinate treatment. The ear, nose, and throat specialists made the surgical decisions.

POLYSOMNOGRAPHY

The same polygraphic variables were monitored in the children with SRBD and control children. Each recording included the following variables: electroencephalogram (EEG), electro-oculogram, chin and leg electromyography, electrocardiogram (modified V lead), and body position. Respiration was monitored using neck microphone (breathing noises), nasal cannula–pressure transducer system, oral thermistor, thoracic and abdominal bands for measurement of uncalibrated respiratory plethysmography, Pes, and pulse oximetry. A transcutaneous carbon dioxide electrode was used for carbon dioxide analysis. Esophageal pressure was calibrated in centimeters of water at the beginning and end of the night. All recordings were performed with video monitoring. All polysomnograms were rescored blindly for this analysis.

Before scoring, the definitions outlined in Table 1 were agreed on. These scoring definitions were based on clinical experience or accepted scoring criteria. Oxygen desaturation was not a prerequisite for scoring any of the abnormal breathing patterns. Oxygen desaturations of 3% or more were noted (Figures 1, 2, and 3).

DATA ANALYSIS

Each polygraphic recording was assigned a number, masking all participant information (control or pretreatment or posttreatment patient). Blinded scorers evaluated randomly distributed polysomnographic recordings. A second scorer reviewed the initial scorings. In case of discrepancies between the first 2 scorers, a third scorer evaluated the recording, and the majority score was used. Before the beginning of the study, scorers participated in training sessions, and they were concordant on 92% of the abnormal breathing patterns. Disagreements (8%) were on scoring of hypopnea, continuous sustained effort, and Pes crescendo patterns. The intervention of the third scorer was requested when discrepancy existed. The χ² statistic between the 2 scorers for the study was 0.93.

The tabulated data were entered into a computer matrix, and participant information (clinical symptoms and pretreatment and posttreatment polysomnographic information) was also entered for calculations. The apnea-hypopnea index (AHI) was defined as the number of apnea and hypopnea episodes divided by total sleep time and multiplied by 60, which gives the number of apnea and hypopnea episodes per hour of sleep.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

The Mann-Whitney U test was performed for comparison of control subjects and patients before and after treatment. Wilcoxon signed rank test and univariate repeated-measures analysis were used for pretreatment and posttreatment analyses. Percentages were compared by χ² statistic. Results are presented as mean±SD.

RESULTS

The mean age of the children with SRBD was 6.5±4.0 years (range, 24.0 months to 12.1 years). Control children (34 girls and 26 boys) had a mean age of 5.9±3.9 years. There were comparable numbers of boys and girls in the SRBD group until 10 years of age. There was a significantly larger ratio of boys in the 10- to 12-year-old group (33 vs 3). This was related, in part, to a more frequent presence of Tanner stage 2 status in girls in this age group, which rendered them ineligible for the study.
Table 1. Polysomnographic Definitions of Sleep-Related Breathing Disorders

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apnea</td>
<td>Absence of airflow at nose and mouth for longer than 2 breaths, independent of desaturation or change in EEG.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypopnea</td>
<td>Reduction by at least 50% in nasal flow signal amplitude for a minimum of 2 breaths. Scored independently from saturated oxygen decrease or EEG arousal. Often but not always associated with snoring.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abnormal respiratory effort</td>
<td>Reduction in nasal flow of less than 50% with flattening of nasal cannula signal (flow limitation)(^9,11) and decrease in the mouth signal (thermistor). Often seen with snoring and increased effort shown on Pes signal defined as follows:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pes crescendo(^15)</td>
<td>Sequence of 4 or more breaths that show increasingly negative peak end inspiratory pressure. May be seen with flow limitation on nasal cannula (Figure 1). In the reported study, the minimum change in peak negative Pes reading on the last of crescendo breaths was −4 cm H(_2)O.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous sustained effort(^16)</td>
<td>Repetitive, abnormally negative peak end inspiratory pressures, ending at same negative inspiratory pressure without a crescendo pattern. Associated with discrete flow limitation on nasal cannula–pressure transducer signal, with “flattening” of the breath signal curve for at least 4 successive breaths (Figure 2). The minimum increase in peak negative Pes in the current study was 2 SDs above the mean peak negative pressure during 1 minute of nonobstructive, nonsnorning breathing in the supine position during the same sleep state.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pes reversal(^15)</td>
<td>Termination of abnormal increase in respiratory effort with abrupt switch to a less negative peak end inspiratory pressure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory event-related arousals</td>
<td>As defined by the American Academy of Sleep Medicine.(^17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tachypnea</td>
<td>Increase in respiratory rate, above that seen during quiet unobstructed breathing based on at least 3 minutes of recording, by a minimum of 3/min in NREM sleep or 4/min in REM sleep for 30 seconds or more. No changes in oxygen saturation, Pes, or EEG were required (Figure 3).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arousals and other EEG changes</td>
<td>Arousals defined according to the American Sleep Disorders Association Atlas.(^18) In addition, a breathing event may be associated with an abrupt and short burst of high-amplitude slow waves in the slow ((2.5-4.5 \text{ Hz})).(^19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep or wake scoring</td>
<td>Same as in Rechtschaffen and Kales international manual.(^20)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: EEG, electroencephalogram; NREM, non–rapid eye movement; Pes, esophageal pressure; REM, rapid eye movement.

Table 2 presents the groups and the number of participants with the studied breathing patterns.

**Presurgical Symptoms and Abnormal Respiratory Patterns**

### Children With Nonapnea, Nonhypopnea Patterns

Twenty-five percent of children with SRBD and 10% of control subjects had nonapnea, nonhypopnea respiratory patterns.

### Children With Tachypnea

Thirty children (27 with SRBD, 16 male patients and 3 male controls) had tachypnea as their sole breathing abnormality during sleep. The mean age of patients with SRBD was 6.6±2.1 years (range, 4.8-7.1 years) and 8.1±1.0 years (range, 7.0-10.0 years) for the control subjects. Treatment for children with SRBD was tonsillectomy or adenoidectomy (n=8) or adenotonsillectomy (n=19). The symptoms of children with SRBD at entry or adenoidectomy (n=8) or adenotonsillectomy (n=19) are presented in Table 3. All children snored. The postsurgery symptoms that clearly decreased are also listed (Wilcoxon signed rank test, \(P<.001\)).

Table 3 presents a comparison between presurgical and postsurgical polysomnography. There was a significant difference in the number of 30-second epochs scored as tachypnea between control subjects and children with SRBD at baseline. The mean number of 30-second epochs scored as tachypnea was 151±22 in the SRBD group and 83±1.5 in the control group (Mann-Whitney \(U\) test, \(P<.001\)). On average, the children with SRBD spent approximately 70 minutes (range, 20-117 minutes) of the night with tachypnea. For each epoch scored as tachypnea, the minimum respiratory rate was 21/min in non–rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep (mean, 27/min±2/min) and 23/min in rapid eye movement (REM) sleep (mean, 29/min±3/min). In the 3 control subjects with tachypnea, all tachypneic epochs were seen in association with bursts of phasic events of REMs during REM sleep (mean, 21.0/min±0.5/min). The total amount of tachypnea in these 3 control subjects was less than 1% of total sleep time, whereas the total amount was more than 5% in symptomatic children.

These findings were compared with segments of normal breathing in the recording: the mean breathing frequency was 17.0/min±1.0/min and 17.0/min±1.2/min during NREM sleep and 18.0/min±1.5/min and 18.0/min±1.0/min during REM sleep in control subjects and children with SRBD, respectively. Increases in negative peak inspiratory Pes, flow limitation, and oxygen saturation decreases of 3% were not seen with tachypnea (Figure 3).

There was a significant difference after treatment in the number of tachypneic epochs as seen in Table 3 (Wilcoxon signed rank test, \(P=.001\)). Parents reported persistence of symptoms in 2 children who had tachypneic epochs at follow-up recording.

### Children With Abnormal Increase in Breathing Effort

Seventy-two children with SRBD (39 boys and 3 male controls had abnormal breathing based on Pes and nasal cannula curves but without apneas and hypopneas. Their mean age was 4.11 years±1 year (range, 2.2-8.1 years) for children with SRBD and 5.4 years (range, 4.0-
7.4 years) for control subjects. Treatment for children with SRBD was tonsillectomy or adenoidectomy in 21 children and adenotonsillectomy in 51 children. Orthodontic treatment was recommended for 28 children. Presurgical and postsurgery results are presented in Table 4. Polysomnograms at baseline showed Pes crescendos and continuous sustained effort. Nasal flow limitation was also seen with the nasal cannula–pressure transducer system in 90% of the 30-second epochs scored as abnormal, based on Pes recording.

Continuous sustained effort was seen only in patients with SRBD (Figure 2). Seventy-eight percent of the continuous sustained effort epochs were observed during slow wave sleep, and none of them were observed during REM sleep.

Pes crescendos were seen in all of the children with SRBD and in 3 control subjects (Figure 1). Polysomnographic patterns differed significantly between control subjects and children with SRBD before surgery (Mann-Whitney U test, \( P = .001 \)). Esophageal pressure crescendos occurred predominantly in stages 1 and 2 of NREM sleep and REM sleep. This pattern was seen in less than 1% of total sleep time in asymptomatic children, and abnormal breathing effort was seen in more than 10% of total sleep time in symptomatic children.

Continuous sustained effort disappeared in all but one polysomnogram, in which it was noted during slow wave sleep for fourteen 30-second epochs. Polysomnographic patterns were significantly different before vs after treatment (Wilcoxon signed rank test, \( P = .001 \)), but 5 children still had Pes crescendos. After blind scoring of records, children with abnormal nonstandard polygraphic patterns after surgery had persistent symptoms.

### Children With Apnea-Hypopnea Respiratory Patterns

Seventy-five percent of children with SRBD but no control subjects belong to this group.

#### Children With AHIs of More Than 1 and Less Than 10

Two hundred eighty-four children (155 boys) had AHIs of more than 1 and less than 10 (Table 5). Their mean age was \( 6.8 \pm 2.4 \) years (range, 2-12 years). Compared with the nonapneic, nonhypopneic children with SRBD, this group was significantly older (mean age, 6.6 vs 5.1 years; \( P = .05 \)). Two hundred eleven children underwent adenotonsillectomy (9 of whom had turbinate reduction),
and 70 underwent tonsillectomy or adenoidectomy alone. Three children received only nasal turbinate reduction. The mean AHI at baseline was 5.2±2.1 events per hour, but the abnormal nonstandard breathing patterns (Pes crescendos, sustained abnormal breathing effort, and tachypnea) were added to the AHI to produce a mean RDI of 9.1±6.0. Presurgery and postsurgery data are presented in Table 6. There was a significant change in report of symptoms but a persistence of clinical symptoms in 21 cases.

At follow-up polysomnography, there was also clear improvement. The mean AHI for the total group was 0.8±1.9 (Wilcoxon signed rank test, \(P=.001\)). However, there were 25 children with residual hypopnea indexes. Fifteen additional children showed persistence of Pes crescendos and continuous sustained effort. The mean postsurgery RDI was 1.8 for the total group and 3.6±2.1 for the 21 children with residual problems (Wilcoxon signed rank test, \(P=.01\)). Once again, children with an abnormal RDI, independent of whether their AHI was normal or abnormal, were those who reported clinical symptoms.

Children With AHIs Higher Than 10

The 17 children (12 boys) had a mean age of 7.9±2.8 years (range, 3.1-12.0 years) and were older than the non-apneic, nonhypopneic children with SRBD (\(P=.01\)). All of the children underwent adenotonsillectomy. Four also underwent resection of their lateral palatal wall with lateral pillar sutures. Table 6 presents the presurgical and postsurgical findings. Symptoms were improved, but only 6 children reported no symptoms after surgery. At entry, the mean AHI was 26.0±4.5. These children also presented with obstructive hypopneas and Pes crescendos but few (7±3) epochs of continuous sustained effort pattern. The mean RDI was 29±5.

After surgery, the mean AHI was 2±3 (Wilcoxon signed rank test, \(P=.01\), before surgery); the mean RDI was 10±8 (\(P=.01\) compared with before surgery). Three children with persistent clinical complaints had Pes crescendos and continuous sustained effort as the sole indicators of persistently abnormal breathing patterns. Independent of the AHI, the 11 children with elevated RDIs were those with persistent symptoms.

CONCLUSION OF THE ANALYSES

The frequency of predefined nonapneic, nonhypopneic polygraphic patterns was significantly different in control vs presurgery SRBD patient recordings and in presurgery vs postsurgery recordings of children with SRBD. Children with nonapnea, nonhypopnea events had many of the same clinical complaints as those with apneahypopnea, but their mean age was younger.
OUTCOMES AFTER THE SECOND TREATMENT TRIAL

Parents of 55 children agreed to a second treatment trial due to persistence of clinical symptoms. These children were subdivided in 2 groups based on the presence of an AHI of more than 1.5: 31 children had AHIs of more than 1.5 (group A), whereas 24 children had AHIs of less than 1.5 but an RDI of more than 1.5 (group B). No children in group B had oxygen saturation decreases below 95%, whereas 27 group A children had oxygen saturation decreases below this mark (Mann-Whitney U test, \( P = .001 \)). The mean age was 6.8 ± 3.0 years in group A and 6.1 ± 3.1 years in group B (\( P < .05 \)). There were 13 girls (42%) in group A and 12 (48%) in group B (\( P > .05 \)) (Table 7).

---

Table 2. Participant Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>No. (%): 400 Children With Sleep-Related Breathing Disorders</th>
<th>No. (%): 60 Control Children</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>219 (55)</td>
<td>26 (43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>239 (60)</td>
<td>37 (62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>93 (23)</td>
<td>12 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>34 (9)</td>
<td>8 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American</td>
<td>25 (6)</td>
<td>3 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other ethnicity</td>
<td>9 (2)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subgroups based on PSG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isolated tachypnea</td>
<td>27 (7)</td>
<td>3 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abnormal effort</td>
<td>72 (18)</td>
<td>3 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHI &gt;1 but &lt;10</td>
<td>284 (71)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHI =10</td>
<td>17 (4)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: AHI, apnea-hypopnea index; PSG, polysomnography.

Table 3. Data on Patients With Sleep-Related Breathing Disorders and Tachypnea*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complaint</th>
<th>Before Surgery, No.</th>
<th>After Surgery, No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Snoring</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daytime fatigue</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parasomnias</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep terror, sleep walking, and confusional arousals</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enuresis</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disrupted nocturnal sleep</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyperactivity, ADHD, difficulties at school</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At least 1 complaint</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-Second epochs with tachypnea</td>
<td>In SDB patients</td>
<td>4077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In control subjects</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: ADHD, attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder; NA, not applicable.

*There were 27 patients with sleep-related breathing disorders and tachypnea and 60 control subjects.
Forty-four of these children with residual symptoms underwent tonsillectomy or adenoidectomy alone and either absence of treatment or isolated treatment of enlarged nasal turbinates. However, the 4 children who had the most extensive upper airway surgery were in group A. The pretreatment and posttreatment symptoms are presented in Table 7. As can be seen, there was a significant improvement of reported symptoms after treatment (P = .001), which was associated with a significant improvement (P = .001) of posttreatment RDI. There were 3 children with AHIs between 1 and 3 and RDIs between 5 and 7 after treatment. All other children had AHIs and RDIs below 1.5.

In summary, the pretreatment clinical symptoms were similar, independent of the type of polygraphic patterns (apnea-hypopnea or others), with the exception of the persistence of napping and daytime sleepiness associated only with an AHI of more than 1.5. In addition, treatment improved the RDI significantly in both groups (P = .001).

Two children with RDIs of less than 1.5 had residual, postoperative, intermittent snoring and intermittent sleepwalking; one had difficulty with morning arousal and had behavioral problems in school. Polysomnographic results were an AHI of 1.0 and an RDI of 1.4 for one and an AHI of 0.5 and an RDI of 1.2 for the other.
If we select a postsurgery mixed and obstructive AHI cutoff point of more than 1.5, we exclude 24 of 59 children with residual complaints. If our cutoff point is an RDI of more than 1.5, we still exclude 2 children with residual complaints. The lowest RDI with persistent clinical complaint was 1.2.

COMMENT

Previous attempts have been made to define abnormal breathing during sleep in children; however, inadequacies clearly remain.3-6 Marcus et al17 have reported on children with normal polysomnographic results by published criteria3-6 but with heavy snoring, abnormally large tonsils, and other clinical symptoms sufficient to lead to tonsillectomy; these children experienced clinical improvement after surgery. Current established polysomnographic scoring criteria have definite insufficiencies, because they miss identifiable breathing abnormalities and do not correlate with clinical complaints, and many children with chronic snoring and clinical symptoms are not considered as having pathologic AHI. Although our work may not address all of the issues at hand, it demonstrates that certain polygraphic patterns not currently scored may provide further information on abnormal breathing during sleep. These patterns are seen with many snoring children, and they are often associated with an AHI that does not lead to treatment. Tabulation of these patterns shows that the respiration during sleep of these children is clearly more abnormal than if only the AHI is tabulated. Tachypnea was already reported to be an important feature to look for in 1982,2 but its analysis and scoring have never been implemented. Other abnormal breathing patterns have been described in adults with SRBDs15-18 and were used in 2 of our previously published studies in children.8,21 These nonstandard patterns may be rarely seen in healthy children as described herein. When present in nonsymptomatic children, the patterns are seen in less than 1% of total sleep time and most commonly limited to REM sleep. These nonstandard patterns were always seen in more than 5% of total sleep time in symptomatic children and always seen in NREM sleep, not only in REM sleep. The polysomnographic patterns that we report in children can be recognized with technology that is currently commercially available.9-11

Our approach has inherent limitations. For example, the number of control subjects is limited despite the fact that our study included all ages, and, to our knowledge, we included the largest number of prepubertal children monitored with a combination of nasal cannula and Pes. Also, the data analysis was performed on a retrospective cohort; however, to improve the validity of our findings, we used 2 scorers blinded to the children’s health status who scored records randomly. The use of Pes provides an improved recognition of amplitude changes in air exchange, particularly because the scoring was performed visually, compared with the nasal cannula–pressure transducer curve, which is only a semiquantitative technique and may be prone to artifact. Alternative devices to Pes recordings are being sought, but the most promising technology for noninvasive monitoring of intrathoracic effort is not yet commercially available.

What This Study Adds

Current polysomnographic criteria may be inadequate for identifying breathing abnormalities during sleep, resulting in children with untreated SRBD. The use of appropriate technology and updating current criteria for scoring nocturnal polysomnography can lead to better detection and treatment.

Our definitions did not include several criteria currently used to define abnormal breathing pattern during sleep. We did not take into consideration the presence or absence of EEG arousals and oxygen saturation decreases of 3% or more to score the RDI, but we always requested a clear Pes reversal.15 There were 2 reasons for this choice. The extra patterns that we observed are not associated with important upper airway closure, and oxygen saturation decreases of 3% or more per pulse oximetry require larger flow limitation for longer duration.

The EEG changes were visually analyzed, as is currently standard. This approach clearly has limitations, particularly for young children, because EEG arousals in the central leads may not be necessary for airway reopening to occur.19

Clinical symptoms, customarily associated with sleep disturbances related to apnea and hypopnea, were seen also in their absence but with the additional abnormal breathing patterns. These specific respiratory patterns during sleep were seen with presence of much enlarged tonsils at clinical evaluation. Finally, surgical treatments led to an improvement of the reported symptoms and the reduction or disappearance of these other abnormal breathing patterns. When parents reported persistence of symptoms after surgery, persistence of the nonstandard breathing patterns was seen independently of the presence or absence of apnea-hypopnea.

We selected a cutoff point of 1.5 to compare mixed and obstructive AHIIs and RDIs. This selection was an artificial choice and was based on clinical practice. Persistence of daytime sleepiness and napping after surgery was only seen in children with AHIIs of more than 1.5; however, there was an overlap of other residual complaints between children with AHIIs of more than 1.5 and those with RDIs of more than 1.5 and AHIIs of less than 1.5, including some with complete absence of apnea and hypopnea in their recordings. However, the 2 children with symptoms and some snoring below all our cutoff points indicate the difficulty of defining the condition at the lower end of the spectrum. The residual problems may not be related to a sleep-related breathing disorder, but it is also at the lower end of the spectrum that we need tests. If the polysomnogram is a standard for surgical or other treatment decisions, it must more appropriately cover the abnormalities of breathing during sleep. Otherwise, it will be unable to detect abnormalities, and children may undergo surgery based on only clinical symptoms and physical findings.7

As with any test in medicine, there will probably be some overlap between normal and pathologic due to the technology used and the visual scoring performed at the
low end of the spectrum. Regardless, breathing patterns other than apnea and hypopnea should be scored with polysomnograms, because they add important information on abnormal breathing during sleep.

Last but not least, we were surprised by the number of children who underwent surgery but did not have complete resolution of symptoms. We had already reported that children with SRBD, despite surgical treatment in prepubertal years, might still have abnormal breathing during sleep after puberty.21 Tasker et al22 recently reported similar findings. It is obvious that if residual problems exist early on, there is a greater chance of problems after puberty. This study emphasizes again the need to assess the results of surgery with polysomnography but using appropriate technology and scoring criteria.
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